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gateway at fall creek and brooks school rd.
Drive Fishers is the City of Fishers’ initiative to
increase travel efficiency, improve connectivity and
maintain the sanitary sewer and water infrastructure
via innovative projects and a proactive approach to
construction and maintenance.
Since 2012, Drive Fishers has completed traffic
calming projects, sanitary and storm sewer
projects, 29 resurfaced lane miles, 6.5 trails and
sidewalks, and received more than $20 million in
grants, improving the infrastructure in Fishers while
leveraging federal dollars to save money for the
Fishers’ taxpayers.

Project Overview
project status: completed
Bid Date: March 14, 2014
Anticipated Construction: Aug. 2014-Nov. 2014
Design Consultant: Rundell ernstberger associates, llc.
Estimated Project Costs: $414,000
Project BEnefits:
- LANDSCAPING AROUND THE INTERSECTION
- WELCOMING ENTRYPOINTS INTO FISHERS	

Infrastructure improvement projects contribute to
long-term vitality of our community and increased
economic development opportunities.

Project Scope
The Department of Engineering and the Department
of Community Development worked together to
identify three main entryways into our community
for the purpose of beautifying them and highlighting
some of the distinct characteristics of Fishers.
Partnering with the Geist Impoundment Board, the
departments have designed two gateways along Fall
Creek that maintain a ‘Fishers’ theme while allowing
for a Geist District. The entryways are areas that
both motorists and pedestrians travel throughout
town, and the gateway projects aim to create a
welcoming feel for citizens that may be traveling
in and around Fishers, without Fishers being a
destination they feel compelled to visit.
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Photo captured during construction.

The gateway being constructed at the intersection
of Fall Creek and Brooks School Rd. will provide
aesthetic improvements making the intersection
safer for pedestrians, welcoming to tourists and
improving economic development opportunities.
The gateway project also promises to preserve
greenspace around the intersection. The Geist
Impoundment Fund is funding the gateway project.
Utility work was completed to improve overall
efficiency around this intersection. Construction was
completed during fall 2014.
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